April 15, 2010

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE ADDENDUM

To: All Users of Survivair® Panther™ and Cougar™ Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) Equipped with the Survivair or Sperian COMPASS™ Personal Alert Safety System (PASS)

⚠️ WARNING
The statement in the following paragraph only applies to COMPASS modules which have been identified as having the black six-point battery terminal connection. The statement in the following paragraph DOES NOT apply to any COMPASS module that is experiencing low sound output or does not activate pneumatically when the cylinder valve is opened.

SCBAs configured with a COMPASS module having the black 6-point battery terminal connection as specified in the Sperian Respiratory Safety Notice dated March 26, 2010 may continue to be used until such time as replacement COMPASS modules are available and on site at your facility. Until you have received and installed new COMPASS modules, you must perform a DAILY CHECK of the COMPASS to verify function both pneumatically and manually.

If you have SCBAs that are experiencing low sound output or that are not activating pneumatically when the cylinder valve is opened, remove the COMPASS from service immediately and follow the instructions in the Safety Notice.